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SECTION A/TUE - 37 

TFH:1. À 15 TiT 37-97, R IA A THR 3PHeEA4 20 Ti HAIIF 

(15x3-45) 
Que. 1. This question contains 15 very short type sub-questions. Answer each question 

in maximum 20 words. All questions are compulsory. Each question carries 
03 (three) marks. 

State the importance of values in Governance. 

Discuss peculiarity of 'Swantah Sukhay' of Tulasidas. 

Name major institution to curb corruption in India. 

Describe Gandhian thought regarding Truth and God. 
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W7A: (1.5) TTaTaI FT? 
What is transparency? 

9A: (1.6) 4TITR fatT f TEd ? 
What is Triratna' as per Jainism ? 

Discuss ideas of Plato from teleological stand point. 
TH: (1.8) 7at R À ATY FAI H4 ? 

What do you mean by non-verbal communication ? 

Discuss thoughts of Swami Dayanand Saraswati about Western 

Education. 

:(1.10) f 4ricta f ? 
What is ethical guidance? 

A: (1.11) 3igia Rafar at fare
Write about Transparency International. 

What three dimensions of emotional intelligence that a civil servant should 

learn ? 

T: (1.13) TST4ct 3VU frd 
Write the tools of accountability. 

1: (1.14) HETAT 3FHR tREgTE Ti qTHETEÀI 
Discuss Pratityasamutpada according to Mahatma Buddha. 

Discuss Rights and Duties as per Deen Dayal Upadhyay. 

SECTION B/ TUE a 

(15x6-90) F 6 (:) i 1 
Que.:2. Write the answers of any 15 of the following questions in maximum 150 words. 

Each question carries 6 (six) marks. 

Why Swami Vivekanand is known for ? 

: (2.2) H R Fem faer, 2015 M HA TT F STTHÍ 1 uia fay 
laborate the significance and basic provisions of Whistleblower Protection 
Bill, 2015. 
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What is the contribution of Raja Rammohan Roy to the Society ? 

What are the basic attributes of ethical leadership in Administration ? 

Why is having tolerance and compassion towards the weaker section 

important for a Civil Servant ? 

Rule of Law is an essential component of good Governance. Explain. 

: (27) 
What is the contribution of Dr. B. R. Ambedkar in the history of free modern 

India ? 

fHa4 T ? 
What are the Central Civil Service (Conduct) Rule related to lending, 

borrowing and private trade? 

Define corruption and its relation with value system. Enlist legal framework 

to fight against corruption in India. 

What are the duties of a King according to Kautilya ? 

P:(2.11)ATUE fAar faferai ita-t ë? 
What are the methods of removing prejudice? 

TH:(2.12) FETH À 3I. THTFUA 51 FT YTA ? 

What is the contribution of Dr. Radhakrishnan in the history of Philosophy? 

TRH:(2.13) 
Clarify the concept of Emotional Intelligence. 
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THTR TTY 3HTT 4C51 T? 
what is the ideal role of ruler according to 'Ramcharit Manas 

TH: (214 

TH: (2.15) za4 3ffa sîtt geH ad? 
How aptitude is different from interest and intelligence ? 

T: (2.46) 3HTET I HETA ? 
What is the importance of non-violence ? 

Describe the elements involved in the process of communication. 

T: (2.18) 

Is behaviour always a reflection of one's attitude ? Explain with a relevant examples. 

SECTION C/TUS 7 

HT6 (3) + (4) = 4% (30+35) = 65 I _H TH À 3HTatE faq1 3qi frH 3ATafe% 
Note: Question No. (3) and (4) are based on case studies. Distribution of marks on questions respectively Question No. (3) + (4) = Marks (30+ 35) = 65. There is an internal option in this question. The answer to the internal option of the candidates is to be made explicitly before the answer. 

TH: 3. urqTHH } HÍta faTT-TE TR 3TATTA TTUT: hA RS-1 (03x10=30) 
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Case studies based on the contents of sylilabus Case Study-1 
In the behavior of a government official, with humility, honesty and devotion to duty, 
with the ability to properly discharge his authority, cooperation and service sense, the 
richness of these characteristics makes him an officer as well as a superior citizen 
of the country. Polite behavior brings happiness to all. Enhances social harmony. 
Elimination of ego is the path for polite behavior. Just as a person stays aware 
of duty and authority by his behavior while living in society, similarly his behavior 
towards the country should be felt with a sense of duty and authority. It is his duty 
to neither do such a thing himself nor allow others to do something which is not in 
the interest of the country. Protecting the honor and property of the country is the 

ultimate responsibility of a government official. 

Answer the following questions in the light of above mentioned case study: 
Answer the each question in 150 words. Each question carries 10 (ten) marks. 

How is polite behaviour necessary and comfortable for everyone? 

STRH: (3.2) f79aER ty I ATAV7? 

What is needed to behave courteously ? 

TR: (3.3) 
What should be the behaviour and duty of a government official towards 

the country and society ? 

7NT/OR 

(03x10-30) 
TH: 3. 
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Case studies based on the contents of syllabus: Case stuay ne President of the Resident's Wellare Association has written to you in his leter, 
rwing attention to the situation of 'air pollution' in his colony. People living neardy are 

sturoed by the smell of the garbage house built on the main entrance of the colony. Aiready, indiscriminate industrialization in the city is leading to rapid increase in air pollution. Twenty-four hours of smoke comina from factories' chimneys are making IVronnent toxic. The increasing number of vehicles on the roads is increasing alr 
polution. People are suffering from respiratory and lung diseases. Also, the increasing9 popuation on the city is responsible for air pollution. Because tree pruning continues to expand tacilities which will cause air pollution to increase qualitatively. You should findways to conserve trees as a competent officer. To protect the environment plantatton of more and more trees are necessary. Necessary action should also be taken in tne direction of disposal of 'garbage house' of the colonies. 

Answer the following questions in the light of above mentioned case study: Answer the each question in 150 words. Each question carries 10 (ten) marks. 
A: (3.1) HE-R A aY-EUUI HT TTUI TtA-À I ? 

What are the main causes of air pollution in Metros? 

What is the impact of increasing population on the environment ? Explain. 
H:(3.3) 

What should be done to protect the environment ? 
Tt: 56415 (3) 74T (4) TETUT 37E447 7 TYTT I 7AT 771 t HRT: TA hHT (3) + (4) = ¥ (30 +35) = 65 
Note : Question No. (3) and (4) are based on case studies. Distribution of marks on questions respectively. Question No. (3) + (4) = Marks (30 + 35) = 65.

SH: 4. TqUH HÍfra fara- TUTta yau:A RZST-3 (05x07-35) 
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Case studies based on the contents of syllabus Case Study-3 
The 21t century world economy is knowledge-based economy. Information technology 
is a driven force therefore, it is necessary to be familiar with the informational 
infrastructure of manpower just like the transport system, cars, rail, roads and highways. 
For developed economy, easy accessibility is a strong mode of communication and 

access and familiarity of communication tools is necessary. Information technology 

data, information related to applications of computers for the performance of collection, 
security, change, exchange, study etc. It is the basis of a computer-based information 

system that is currently an integral part of commerce and business that has currently 

being made. The economy is moving in a knowledge-based direction, the global 

economy is increasingly changing into 'knowledge economy'. Hence the rules, laws 

and activities of the industrial economy which used to run, will no longer work. The 

new world order now requires new standards. 

R A 07 (FTa) 3i4i1I 

Answer the following questions in the light of above mentioned case study in maximum 

100 words each. Each question carries 7 (seven) marks. 

: (4.1) 37 farq-q H 3 Afau i 

Explain the main purpose of the above content. 

A: (4.2) At6 HErT EYZ I 
Explain the importance of information technology. 

TA: (4.3) 
What is the meaning of ubiquity ? Explain. 

T: (4.4) E AA 1 ETTI? FHTErI 

Which kind of manpower is essential today ? Explain. 

A:(4.5) 
Which kind of knowledge of communication system is essential in the 

21st Century ? Explain. 


